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Refl ective Practice: Formation and Supervision in Ministry

The case study from New Zealand by Joseph E. Bush Jr., and Twyla 
Susan Werstein reports on a ten-year exploratory program in formation for 
Christian ministry (1997–2007). They examine two issues that are critical in 
forming religious leaders. The ! rst is ! nding effective frameworks for pro-
moting the integration of academic study with every day practice and then 
adequate tools for measuring the depth of that integration. The second relates 
to nurturing the abilities to minister cross-culturally and in a variety of min-
istry contexts. I found the tutorial relationships and the synthesis project to 
be particularly intriguing and worthy of further consideration in settings far 
from New Zealand.

Neil Sims has provided a useful service for theological ! eld educators 
by surveying handbooks on ! eld education in Australia and in the United 
States in order to identify recurring goals in the formation for ministry. It is 
critical, Sims argues, that ! eld education or formation programs are explicit 
about asking of themselves what institutions ask of students: accountability 
to clearly de! ned goals.
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NOT FAR OUTSIDE THE THEME

Identifying and Educating the 
“Too Wounded to Heal” Student

Margot Hover

“Therapists are not crazy. Nonetheless, in terms of personality types, 
emotional weaknesses, and psychological motivations, a substantial ma-
jority of them may differ from the general population in ways more subtle 
than full-blown pathology yet more important than mere style.”—Thomas 
Maeder1

“Survivors may become ! ne caregivers…but not all survivors are so for-
tunate.”—Maxine Glaz2

It has been many years since Henri Nouwen reframed the after-effects of 
very deep hurt in the lives and work of caregivers by coining the concept of 
the “wounded healer.”3 Many pastors are particularly equipped by a painful 
past to empathize with and minister to the suffering. “Ministers are called 
to recognize the sufferings of their time and their own hearts and to make 
that recognition the starting point of their service.” While this recognition 
allowed caregivers to reframe their own painful histories, it sometimes gave 
unfortunate license to use that pain to get care for themselves, sometimes 
losing sight of the needs of the care recipient in the process. Two decades 
later, Maxine Glaz confronted this issue again by asking if a healer may be 
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too wounded to heal. The history of severe woundedness of some clinical 
pastoral education (CPE) students, Glaz proposed, may in fact prevent them 
from being able to learn how to care and provide pastoral care to others.

Re" ecting on supervisory responsibility and accountability provides the 
impetus to consider how we might identify a “too-wounded” applicant dur-
ing the screening process or how we can work with such students that we 
may not have identi! ed earlier. Seminaries, too, struggle with this dilemma in 
their own system of selection and education. While the basis for this article is 
my work as a clinical pastoral educator, pastoral educators in other systems 
may recognize many elements of the pro! le of a too-wounded student as such 
a student surfaces in their own particular setting.

Elsie: A Composite of Traits of the Too-Wounded Student

As pastoral and theological faculty, we screen, assess, educate, and make 
decisions about our students that may have implications for their futures in 
or out of professional ministry. Their acceptance is a matter of contract. But 
we are also accountable to the institutions that provide the learning context, 
and we are responsible for overseeing the care of our patients and congre-
gants while safeguarding the reputation of our programs as well. So how 
do we identify, supervise, and evaluate these students so that they and we 
can recognize their vocation and so that any potential gifts for ministry are 
channeled and enhanced? This is particularly dif! cult in a climate in which 
various kinds of litigation are often seen as a ! rst resort when complexities 
and problems arise in supervisory relationships.

This article ! rst describes a set of traits and biographical features that 
problematic applicants to a group of residency programs have exhibited dur-
ing their admission process to CPE programs over a number of years. Second-
ly, there is a description of another set of behaviors that emerged post-admis-
sion in the course of a typical program. While some of these items may seem 
idiosyncratic and anecdotal, the frequency with which they occur in students 
suggests that they merit careful consideration both in the interview process 
and during supervision.

The ! nal section of this article describes strategies for working with too-
wounded students when they do surface in our programs and characterizes 
the factors that may have brought the supervisor and student together in the 
! rst place. It is worth noting that the cases that provided a basis for these 
re" ections were all females with a female primary supervisor, drawn over 

many years and from many programs. Male supervisors were part of inter-
view teams and served as colleagues and consultants throughout. Obviously, 
the pro! le would vary somewhat with other con! gurations. Speci! c illustra-
tions of the characteristics have been signi! cantly altered in the interests of 
con! dentiality.

It is very important to note here that this article should not be construed 
as advocating that too-wounded applicants be accepted into a program or 
that, once in a program, they continue in a program at all costs. I do suggest 
some concrete symptoms that may assist a supervisor in identifying those ap-
plicants during the selection process. Further, it is safe to bet that most super-
visors have at one point or another accepted a student that they later regret-
ted taking but whom for one reason or another they could not easily dismiss. 
This article suggests some basic ways to maximize the possibility of learning 
on all sides.

“Elsie” is a composite of traits exhibited by a number of too-wounded 
applicants and CPE students throughout my experience. Pastoral educators 
will recognize any one or all of these traits in students who may actually learn 
and perform well in a program. But while a particular student may not pos-
sess all of the traits described below, identifying one or two behaviors may 
alert a supervisor to a connection with many of the other traits that are less ob-
vious. For example, we know that it is not uncommon for students to exhibit 
signi! cant issues with authority. It is only when a constellation of traits surfac-
es, often after their acceptance into a program, that the signi! cance becomes 
clear. Again, while the experiences on which this material is based are drawn 
from programs in CPE, seminary faculty, pastoral educators in other venues, 
and therapists will no doubt ! nd similarities with their supervisees as well.

Pre-Admission
Elsie was effusive in her gratitude and excitement at the invitation to in-
terview for a position in the residency group then forming. She was hy-
per-courteous, calling ahead to offer to bring pastries to the meeting with 
the interview team. Several days after the interview, each of the interview-
ing supervisors received a chatty, effusive thank you note, handwritten on 
" owered stationery. This was to be the ! rst of many indications that what 
appeared initially as sweetly engaging was actually her lack of awareness 
of general appropriateness. No thank you note was required or expected; 
however, an acknowledgement in the form of a business letter on plain sta-
tionery would have been positively noted. In time, it appeared that her large 
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gestures of above-and-beyond or gratuitous hospitality barely concealed a 
free-" oating anger that was much more dif! cult to identify and manage.

Elsie was insensitive to the usual social boundaries regarding personal 
space, particularly with authority ! gures. She was quite proud of the entrée 
she claimed to her pastor’s home, for example, and she often alluded to his 
and his wife’s reliance on her for support. She spoke of her recent seminary 
professors as though they were personal friends. In other words, she confused 
professional and personal settings, relationships, and protocols. Obviously, 
the accuracy of many of her claimed relationships would be dif! cult to verify, 
even if they raised red " ags at this early juncture, unless Elsie listed them as 
references.

This dif! culty with boundaries, even seemingly inconsequential ones, 
appeared in Elsie’s meticulously presented application materials, which were, 
nevertheless, incomplete. For example, her previous supervisor’s signature 
was missing from his evaluation of her, and the reason was never clear. At the 
time, Elsie’s explanations made some sense; it was only in retrospect and as 
part of an unfolding total pro! le that their meaning emerged. The signi! cance 
of an absent signature (“The professor is never in her of! ce.”) or incomplete 
seminary transcripts (“The professor went on sabbatical before he turned in 
my grade.”) is often dif! cult to determine prior to admission.

Elsie had a long, tangled, and very confusing history with denomina-
tional authorities. She had a laborious journey through the various ordination 
committees, but most of the supervisor interviewers could empathize with 
her as they recalled their experiences with committees or struggles with their 
own denomination. Elsie had changed religious homes a number of times. 
When asked about that, she claimed this as a plus, enabling her to “speak 
the language” of a wide range of patients. Would this help the department 
demonstrate religious diversity and balance the denominational balance of 
the CPE group…or was it an indication of grandiosity? Further, Elsie also had 
an extensive history of career changes, albeit with some evidently impressive 
accomplishments along the way. She was an excellent writer, for example, and 
several of her short pieces had appeared in trade publications.

Hidden Woundedness is Dif! cult to Identify in Advance
In brief, Elsie was very bright, articulate, and quick thinking, although the 
emerging pro! le hinted somewhat at self-sabotage—as evidenced in her 
refusal to complete a critical assignment or missing crucial deadlines. She 
had been doing very well in medical school, for example, but she “heard a 

call” just prior to completing her medical education. Elsie herself had little 
awareness of possible meanings and linkages in her history. Subsequently, 
she showed no motivation or intention of exploring the patterns. This sug-
gested an inability for, or at least a strong resistance to, self-re" ection. Some-
times, similar applicants concealed past dif! culties until new, similar ones 
emerged well into a program, thus creating turmoil for the student, supervi-
sor, and group as well.

Applicants like Elsie frequently emit strange, hard-to-de! ne sexu-
al notes, which are or may be experienced as subtle seduction. Frequently, 
this involved a striking hairstyle, which, while not notably unprofessional, 
still drew attention. For example, a candidate might wear waist-length hair 
draped over one eye. It would be dif! cult, particularly for a male supervisor, 
to note this with a student, but it would inevitably draw attention of some 
kind. Many of the women I supervised that formed the composite of Elsie had 
in common a history of some kind of punitive, neglectful, or abusive family 
history, often but not always sexual in nature.

This last observation is important. Psychotherapist and clinical pastoral 
educator James Gebhart observes that “abuse” is a widely and sometimes in-
discriminately used term that has come to carry sexual overtones. There are, 
however, many forms of intentional and unintentional neglect and hurt. At 
bottom, very few get through the formative years without some undeveloped 
areas remaining. Those may be un! nished dependency needs, unresolved 
problems with authority, sexuality, grief, shame, role sets based on birth or-
der, psychological or learning disorders, troubled school experiences and/or 
adolescence, or a host of other issues. However, when those occur in clusters, 
they are more likely to constitute a personality disorder. High stress experien-
tial learning like CPE becomes more dif! cult and may reveal ! ssures in one’s 
person. The complexity of such situation is outside the realm of pastoral edu-
cation and more appropriately handled by a skilled therapist.4

It is dif! cult to predict when the demands of a supervisory experience 
or the intensive exposure to trauma will stretch the capacity of students for 
compassion and empathy or when it will trigger their unconscious anger and 
need for self-protection. Frequently, they reveal their history only some time 
after entering a program. Obviously, their resistance to self-re" ection limits 
their ability to use their history as a resource in their learning. Further, as in 
the case of abuse of a sexual nature, they may only hint at past events, fre-
quently in dif! cult-to-decode allusions to a “lesbian side,” “having hot " ash-
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came skilled at leaving confusion in her wake. On one occasion, she told the 
residents to go to a Palliative Care Team meeting instead of attending a CPE 
program didactic seminar, misinterpreting a bulletin board memo meant for 
other staff. While such confusion could well be a function of students’ anxiety, 
the continuing pattern suggested more.

Early on, Elsie claimed that she was “greatly loved” by staff in her as-
signed clinical areas. For instance, she had introduced herself to the staff on 
her assigned units as “an expert in world religions,” and she " ew to bedsides 
of adherents of unusual faith groups. She moved with ease between claiming 
an obscure religious practice and pursuing a very traditional Christian inqui-
ry. Until her supervisor reinforced existing boundaries around attendance at 
group seminars, Elsie typically said she needed to come late or leave early by 
special request of a head nurse or unit staff member to handle a situation that 
she alone could manage. It was important for the supervisor to challenge that 
dynamic promptly, directly, and calmly. As might be expected, group mem-
bers watched carefully and learned much when the supervisor modeled how 
to maintain appropriate borders around group time and other scheduled cur-
riculum events. Later, they learned to differentiate from Elsie while still car-
ing for her and to trust their own skills and ability to confront and to maintain 
limits.

Avoiding Supervision by Being Overly Responsible
It was more dif! cult as a supervisor to track some of Elsie’s other behaviors. 
Taken together, this could frequently feel like putting out ! res when they 
would eventually came to light. For example, Elsie routinely turned up on 
other students’ assigned units. “He was my patient until he moved to her 
area, and the staff asked that I follow him.” Or, “That patient had my card 
(After all, you told us always to leave our card at each visit), and he called 
the of! ce to ask me to come by.” “But that patient was my ‘sister-of-soul,’” 
claimed Elsie, when the supervisor intervened. Another student who might 
be struggling to meet new patients on his unit might be only too glad to 
be rescued from that dif! cult task, even feeling cared for and supported—
taken under wing—by his “helpful” peer. On one hand, the shyer student in 
that potential triangle might feel scolded, and that dynamic could be quite 
fruitful when explored with him in individual supervision. At worst, un-
healthy triangulation and polarization could result.

The possibility of tangled relationships and blurred lines of authority 
is compounded in spiritual care departments that include a separate depart-

es,” and “femininity,” or edgy joking. Other students might resonate with the 
allusions without understanding their full meaning for the wounded student.

Finally, applicants like Elsie nearly always developed physical limita-
tions and disabilities after programs began. Sometimes these were concealed 
at the application stage and sometimes dormant medical issues resurfaced 
after admission. Ordinarily, a supervisor might not see a reason to inquire 
about an applicant’s medical history or might not be able to ask about medi-
cal history from an ethical standpoint. It is only later and in the context of the 
other traits described above that physical limits or chronic illness become sig-
ni! cant. Many of these dif! cult students’ illnesses had a possible emotional 
component—asthma, back problems, debilitating headaches, allergies, and 
the like. Often, these offered an avenue for them to leave the program before 
completion. But if a student did manage to complete the unit or residency, it 
was important for the supervisor to keep the group’s attention and energy fo-
cused steadily on appropriate group tasks rather than have their attention di-
verted by assorted illnesses and absences. At best, group members would use 
their growing awareness of the dynamics and their feelings about them for 
important, solid growth in their own self-understanding. At worst, dif! cult 
students won sympathy, polarizing members of the group and, sometimes, 
even other department staff members.

Post-Admission
During the orientation phase of the residency, Elsie plunged herself into the 
program. She quickly became a leader in the group, appearing larger than 
life as she led her new peers through the hospital halls. She assumed the 
hospitality role in the peer group. For example, she was the ! rst one to orga-
nize the celebration of group birthdays. Occasionally, this over" owed with 
cards and " owers to other members of the department for occasions not 
generally marked in this particular way. Of course, this placed those around 
her in a dif! cult position; who could deny her good will, for example. Only 
in combination with the other traits and with the passage of some time did 
a pattern emerge that could be addressed in some way.

Initially, at least, deeply hurt students often assumed a child-type stance 
with department authorities, particularly with their supervisor. Elsie asked 
permission often and made many unnecessary apologies during the ! rst sev-
eral weeks of the unit. At the same time, this behavior felt like an attempt to 
act as an administrative peer or close friend. Later, she frequently pushed at 
boundaries, claiming innocence of the rami! cations of her actions. She be-
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Supervisory Strategies
As a supervisor, I was reluctant to rule out accepting these students across 
the board. The full constellation of their traits was invariably unclear during 
the interview process, and I didn’t always trust my hunches when I sensed 
potential dif! culties in supervision. However, once I accepted a student, I 
was willing to “trust the process,” as the saying goes. I wanted to give the 
student a chance for learning. On the other hand, in order to facilitate a 
safe educational experience for these wounded women—and to maintain 
my own professional safety and integrity—it was vital to remain alert to the 
traits listed above. It was also important to look at my own “Achilles’ heel.” 
What led me to accept them in the ! rst place and what supervisory stance 
and strategies would give them the best possible chance to learn skills for 
ministry? Or were they too wounded to learn how to care for others? The 
CPE model of pastoral education requires that the supervisor ride herd on 
her own issues as carefully as she gets to know the issues of her students.

In my case, I had to ride herd on my enthusiasm for potential “sisters in 
the ranks.” I am a Roman Catholic laywoman, and I treasure both my Catholi-
cism and my niche in the ministry of supervision. Through the years, I have 
seen other women like me make rich contributions to parish, diocesan, educa-
tional, and health care systems, and I have been pleased and excited when the 
ecclesial structure has, bit by bit, opened some avenues to us. Thus, I am al-
ways particularly pleased when another Catholic laywoman considers chap-
laincy and/or a unit of CPE or a residency. In putting together a pro! le of the 
too-wounded students and applicants that I had worked with over the years, 
one factor that emerged was that each one had some tie—even a distant one—
with Roman Catholicism. At ! rst, I was quite open with my enthusiasm for a 
potential colleague; later, it was crucial for me to temper that entirely. I suspect 
that a student like Elsie would feel crowded and frightened by my joining her 
too closely on any basis, including denominational af! nity. I saw a similar 
dynamic develop with other supervisors and students, where apparent cama-
raderie and collegiality based on denomination, family con! guration, race, 
or other commonality masked the student’s fragility and vulnerability. It is 
important for a supervisor to be honest about the many reasons for accepting 
and working with a student.

I also had to monitor my desire to help. Elsie needed a CPE residency 
for certi! cation as a chaplain, and I wanted to give her a good chance to com-
plete that process. Again, in retrospect and in re" ecting on patterns exhibited 
by a cluster of these students, I see now that they generally couched their 

ment director and multiple clinical or staff chaplains. The supervisor and de-
partment director worked consistently with the clinical and denominational 
staff chaplains to achieve clarity among themselves about lines of communi-
cation and areas of responsibility. Elsie’s supervisor and the department direc-
tor conferred frequently, and it was clear within the entire department that all 
issues, problems, and suggestions about the residents were to come to the su-
pervisor. Because Elsie was so skilled at creating competing relationships, the 
supervisor had to be particularly faithful to the process of winning staff chap-
lains’ trust and in maintaining ties with them. And when students had ques-
tions or problems with other department members, they were encouraged to 
approach them directly and then process their learning from the interaction 
in individual supervision. Of course, this initially increased their anxiety, and 
the supervisor used this as an occasion to help them to look at authority is-
sues and other learning goals, as well as to celebrate their growing sense of 
their own strength.

Dif! cult, challenging students routinely resist supervision, often in sur-
prising or dif! cult-to-confront ways. For example, the department policy al-
lowed students fairly unquestioned time off for their denominational rituals 
and holy days. Elsie claimed holy day exceptions to the program schedule 
with startling and intriguing frequency. While CPE students sometimes legiti-
mately explore their denominational af! liation in the course of a residency, it 
quickly became apparent that Elsie was stretching the policy.

These women were greatly resistant to claiming any anger, and artful in 
their resistance to engaging in therapy. Individual supervision generally fo-
cused on Elsie’s behavior and on issues that she initiated. This allowed her to 
feel safe and facilitated as much learning as possible.

Finally, as noted above, these students either developed medical issues 
as the program progressed or revealed disabilities that were not apparent 
during the interview process. Elsie developed a skin condition that kept her 
awake at night and which required time away for assorted doctors’ visits and 
tests. Another too-wounded student said that she had suffered a serious back 
strain years ago that was again giving her pain. Ultimately, both students left 
the residency before the completion of the program in order to focus on medi-
cal treatment and self-care. Their decisions opened the way for the supervisor 
to shift her focus to caring for them in their leaving and embarking on new 
journeys.
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could, once assured that the supervisor was strong enough to maintain those 
structures and boundaries.

In terms of the program, my handbook and the unit orientation process 
includes succinct descriptions of the program components that I can refer to 
when a too-wounded student attempts to wander a! eld. For example, I de-
! ne the purpose of Covenant Group (IPR/IPG) as a place to focus on learn-
ing to give and to receive care, to work on ones learning goals, and to study 
how groups operate and grow. I combine that with didactic seminars on group 
process, systems theory, and other related topics. Too-wounded students tend 
either to be ingratiating or to ! ght with the supervisor on one or two issues 
while avoiding resolution. Eventually, other group members may feel used or 
manipulated, and it is important for them to learn how to confront their peers. 
Whether bound for parish or institutional ministry, students can accomplish 
important learning about how they deal with con" ict and how con" ict oper-
ates in a group context, but other issues and goals need to be considered as well.

At times, it would have been easy for me to express irritation or frustra-
tion with Elsie, particularly early in the unit when all of the students were siz-
ing one another up and jockeying for position. Whenever I did that, however, 
it was dif! cult to get out of that role; the group could then see me as Elsie’s 
persecutor. I learned that it was important for me to maintain a ! rm, non-
reactive, non-angry, and neutral strength. From that stance, I could help the 
group members to focus on their own learning goals rather than on con" ict 
between Elsie and me.

Fourth, as a unit progresses, too-wounded students can use revelations 
about past painful histories to draw the focus away from the learning of pas-
toral skills. An empathic stance is generally not productive. It was important 
to maintain clarity about the distinction between therapy and the educational 
goals for the CPE program, and to gently encourage them to engage other 
resources to supplement and support their education in CPE. I maintained 
my own focus on concrete aspects of their performance, carefully avoiding 
going to their feelings in the name of empathizing with them before/unless 
they were able. Dealing with feelings and close relationships was usually too 
threatening, however. Work in that direction was generally followed by the 
student’s distancing in some ways that were counterproductive and disrup-
tive to their peers’ use of the group appropriately for their own learning.

Finally, the evaluation process. My rule-of-thumb for writing student 
evaluations is to report speci! c behaviors in the categories determined by the 
Association of Clinical Pastoral Education standards and student learning 

motivation for applying to a program in terms of denominational or profes-
sional requirements, perhaps even general skills for a very speci! c ministry. “I 
think God is calling me to minister to dying people,” for example. They very 
rarely cited self-awareness, even in general terms. In contrast, another appli-
cant might say something like, “I’m uncomfortable visiting my congregants 
when they’re in the hospital. I want to get better at that,” or “I’m not very 
good at dealing with confrontation; I think I can learn more about that in this 
program.”

Finally, the needs of hospitals often present competing demands to ! ll 
residency positions. If a position went un! lled, would there be enough for a 
valid group, and would the stipend disappear for the following year? Who 
would take up the on-call slack? While none of these needs would justify tak-
ing a less-than-marginal applicant, they still did constitute pressure to ! ll the 
program openings, sometimes at the last moment.

With all this in mind, I assembled a list of strategies and guideposts for 
the supervision of such a student, once I identi! ed her. First, I had to ! nd 
some one thing to like about the student, enough to engage me in a process re-
quiring a good deal of my energy even while tempering my enthusiasm. Elsie 
was articulate, a really ! ne writer. And she was “gutsy,” having volunteered 
in a women’s prison while in seminary. I liked both of those qualities.

Second, we had to collaborate on an appropriate learning contract with 
very speci! c parameters. For example, Elsie wanted to “minister to all world 
religions.” I helped her to come down to this: “To read and present a report on 
David Augsburger’s Pastoral Counseling Across Cultures, and to apply what I 
learn in two verbatims presented in the group.”

Third, the CPE program structure was my best ally. Adherence to the 
program requirements and departmental policies helps students to feel safe, 
and it helped me to deal with the persistent need of these students to be spe-
cial. Of course, this assumes that the supervisor’s own sense of authority is 
centered enough that she can implement the curriculum when she is regularly 
tested. Too-wounded students can be creative and persistent in challenging 
the structure. For example, soon after her acceptance into a unit, one student 
informed the supervisor that she had already paid tuition for a workshop 
that would entail her missing three days of the orientation week. Whatever 
the student’s motivation may have been, it was clear to the supervisor that 
she could not begin the program unless she attended the orientation. Some 
women eventually used their inability to live within program structures as 
a way to leave the program. Others accomplished as much learning as they 
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these applicants in those situations. But also through the years, I have been 
willing to give an applicant the bene! t of a doubt, particularly as I devel-
oped a supervisory stance that might give them a good chance to learn. God 
knows that my own denomination’s annals are replete with the icons of St. 
Christina the Astonishing, St. Simeon Stylites, and a host of other characters 
who accomplished great good from places signi! cantly outside the norm. 
Sometimes it is dif! cult to distinguish between “outside the norm” as cre-
ativity and a prophetic voice, on one hand, and pathology on the other. I 
want to be open to an applicant’s desire and potential for healthy caregiv-
ing. At the same time, it has been important to take seriously my reserva-
tions about a student’s capacity to use the CPE curriculum and educational 
model for appropriate learning to give care. Organizing my experience with 
too-wounded into benchmarks and strategies has been a helpful guide for 
my work with them.

I should make special note here of how important it has been to rely on 
the community of supervisors for feedback, support, and peer review. Several 
colleagues in particular listened to my early travails in supervising a series 
of dif! cult students and re" ected with me on the patterns in the process and 
the traits the students and their journeys appeared to have in common. That 
systematizing proved to be invaluable in my supervision, and I am grateful 
for their support and peer review. In 1990, I wrote in this journal on the im-
portance of supervisors’ collegiality and covenant with one another through 
the certi! cation process.5 At that time, I emphasized the importance of hon-
esty with one another. We can learn much about ourselves and our ministry 
of education by looking closely together at our work with the too-wounded 
students when they present themselves to us.
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goals. Focusing on speci! c behaviors and performance allows me to describe 
what this student may do well, and what this student neglected or avoided 
even after supervisory discussions with me. I carefully avoid therapeutic lan-
guage as well as extrapolations from one behavior to larger or future situ-
ations that I cannot back up with examples. I do not make points in a ! nal 
evaluation that I have not already discussed with a student in the course of the 
unit. For instance, it was clear that Elsie had dif! culty with boundaries and 
with authority, and I supported those observations with examples about visi-
tation on other students’ units and completion of written assignments.

These guidelines are general practice, but they are doubly important for 
the safety of both supervisor and student when working with the troubled or 
too-wounded person. Hell hath no fury like a too-wounded student who fo-
cuses her anger on the ! nal evaluation, especially after the unit. On the other 
side, a supervisor’s frustrations —and they may come often—with a needy or 
dif! cult student may be taken to a supervisors’ support group or to peer re-
view but not to the written ! nal evaluation.

I confess my surprise when a seminary does not require a student to sub-
mit both the self-evaluation and my evaluation if the unit is requisite for or-
dination or certi! cation. Further, it seems obvious that both a seminary and a 
denominational endorsing agency and a CPE supervisor only have part of the 
picture of a candidate’s person and performance. Closer collaboration would 
enhance ordination and certi! cation processes. Because the population as a 
whole is more troubled, it should not be surprising that the number of people 
seeking to be ministers is also more troubled. Hopefully, dioceses or other 
ecclesial jurisdictions no longer resort to CPE as corrective or punishment for 
“problem” clergy, but all would bene! t if they looked together at a candi-
date’s preparation and quali! cations.

Conclusion

So, one may wonder, why work with these students in the ! rst place. Cer-
tainly, I hope to identify a too-wounded applicant during the initial screen-
ing process on the basis of the behaviors described above. But sometimes, 
I have missed the warning indications in the pre-admission screening and 
have second-guessed a selection when problems surfaced. Occasionally, 
there was denominational or institutional pressure to accept a marginal can-
didate into a CPE program combined with un! lled positions as a program 
opening date loomed. Through the years, I have felt more power to refuse 
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